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Introduction 

 

To my fellow players, playboys, ladies’ man, and men who just love chasing 

women. Let me guess, you bought this guide after stumbling onto my blog post: 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-doesnt-

respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/.  

You must have had (or so you think you had) a really good date with a girl 

you’re interested in, had a fun time and a real good first date, then texted her 

afterwards and got NO RESPONSE.  

You probably went on Google; typing search words such as: “girl doesn’t 

respond to text after first date” and read through a whole bunch of online advice, 

forums, and then eventually found my blog.  

If this is the case or not, you bought my survival guide because some girl you 

are trying to date or hook up with is not responding to your texts and you can’t 

seem to figure out why. Chances are, you’re confused, frustrated, your ego took a 

blow and you don’t know what to do next.  

Before we move further, this survival guide is only suitable for two 

scenarios. The first scenario (Part 1) is when a girl does not respond to your text 

after a successful first date and the second scenario (Part 2) is if a girl does not 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-doesnt-respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/
https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-doesnt-respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/
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respond to your text after giving you her phone number for the first time after 

you just met her.  

This guide DOES NOT apply to scenarios such as if a girl doesn’t respond to 

your texts after a few months of dating, or if your current girlfriend does not 

reply to your texts after a fight, or you just broke up from a long term 

relationship, etc.  

This guide only applies to the very initial interactions with a girl you either 

just met (exchanging phone numbers), or with a girl then you went on no more than 

ONE (first) date and does not respond to your texts afterwards.  
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Part 1 

What to do when a girl doesn’t 

respond to your text after your 

first date 
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You must understand 

 

 While what you say and do on the first date could and will be a deciding 

factor on whether the girl will respond to your texts afterwards, some factors are 

completely out of your control whether you like or not.  

For instance, there are many reasons why a girl wouldn’t text you back after 

a first date even if you believed you had a successful first date with her and 

everything was going well and she was clearly interested in you.  

Some of these factors are out of your control and the only thing that is in 

your control is if you handle all the steps right during the first date and the 

texting approach and interactions after the first date.  

Therefore, if she doesn’t respond, you can walk away with no regrets.  

Now, before we get into what might be the reasons why she didn’t respond 

to your texts, let’s start from the beginning where it all started, the first date.   
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What makes a first date successful? 

 

 

First let me define what a successful, pleasant, great, fun, and wonderful, 

first date is: 

A successful first date can be defined as when you and the girl have obvious 

chemistry; conversations are going well, with romantic conversation topics, teasing, 

flirting, laughing, etc. You both are having fun and you can almost always tell when 

the other person is genuinely having fun.  

During the date, there might be an experience you both would share causing you to 

either laugh and have a good talk about it. This is the driving moment that normally 

forms a bond during the date then brings you both closer.  

The successful first date also includes making out, holding hands, or a simple kiss 

on the lips that last a few seconds. 
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How does this define that the date was successful? The answer is because 

you know that she has physical attraction for you or why else would she let you kiss 

her, let you touch her, and hold hands with you? If there was no chemistry and no 

attraction on the date, it would be obvious and you both can’t wait to get away 

from one another.  

I’ve never had a date where if there was no chemistry involved and there 

was nothing to talk about with the girl, I would never be able to get more physical 

with her such as trying to hold her hand, or even kiss her. (Believe me, I’ve tried 

this before on a no chemistry date and failed miserably). 

So if all of what I described above as a successful first date happened on 

your first date, you’re most likely thinking “wow that was a great date. I kissed or 

made out with her, held her hand, even touched her. She likes me.”   

You’re almost 100% sure you will see her again for a second date but when 

the time comes and you text her, there is NO RESPONSE. You let a few hours 

pass and still no response. A few hours then turn into a day, and a day becomes a 

few days, a few days turn into a whole week. Still, there is NO RESPONSE. You 

wonder to yourself, WTF happened???!!  
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Trust me, I know. I’ve been there before. 
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The Most Important Rule of all when it comes to 

texting girls 

 

 

Don’t take it personal. 

 

There can be many reasons why a girl won’t respond to your text after a 

good first date or after giving you her phone number after you just initially met.  

Females have many sexual options. So whatever happens, the most important rule is 

to don’t take it personal. 

On a daily basis, an average girl gets hit on by some random guy at least a 

few times a day. I’m not bullshitting you, it can be an average girl, a young girl, a 

slightly bigger girl, even a more matured women. They are constantly getting hit on 

by men which in turn leaves them with many sexual options to choose from.  
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Now imagine girls that are young such as their early to mid twenties (even 

late twenties) and in the 8, 9, and 10 ranges. Guys are literally stepping on each 

other to try to get their chance to talk to these girls, so you can imagine the cut 

throat competition that is out there.  

These girls are on high demand and they know it. By nature, the more high 

demand a girl is, the more they are extremely flaky and picky because they know 

they are high quality and in high demand. They won’t really put much thought into if 

it doesn’t work out with one guy because she has tons of other guys to chose from. 

Using the law of supply and demand, there is more demand than supply when 

it comes to women. With this knowledge, now you should understand why there are 

many reasons why a woman won’t text you back and it might not have anything to do 

with you or what you might have done.  

There is just so much competition out there for women and at any point a 

woman can meet someone new and then just poof, disappear! So I repeat, DONT 

TAKE IT PERSONAL.  

Again I repeat, this is especially more true with the girls that are more 

attractive and younger, ranging on the scale 8 or above and from the age range of 

late teens (over 18) to mid or even late twenties.  
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Reasons why she might not have texted you back 

 

There are a lot of reasons why a girl won’t text you back. (This is taking into 

consideration that the first date was a success with a lot of fun, chemistry was 

there, attraction was built, perhaps holding hands or even a kiss, and all went well). 

 

1.  She got back together with her ex-boyfriend.  

2. She was already dating multiple guys before even meeting you. Perhaps she 

went on the date just to see what other options there was or how you will 

match up to the other guys she is currently seeing and then make a decision 

on which guy she will start dating afterwards. She might have chosen 

someone else instead of you.  

3. The guy of her dreams came long and swept her off her feet. 
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4. Got into a fight with her boyfriend and decided to go on a date with you to 

make him jealous.  

5. Went on the date for thrills and fun but was never really interested in 

dating you (OUCH!!) 

6. Told about you to her friends and they talked shit and decided to cock block 

you by not allowing her to see you again. (This shit has happened to me. 

Fucking troll friends are the worst). 

7. Used you to get over a bad day or bad week at work, bad date with some 

other guy a few days ago, or even a bad breakup. 

8. Was bored and decided to use you for entertainment, free drink, and free 

dinner. 

9. (If it is an interracial date) Maybe she decided that she’s not ready to start 

dating interracially. 

10. Met up with some other guy around the same time and she became more 

interested in him instead of you. (similar to number 2) 

11. Maybe she had second thoughts and decided that despite the fun you both 

had on the first date; you were not quite what she was looking for in dating 

or a steady relationship.  

12. Maybe she didn’t like your job because you don’t make enough $$$ 

13. Maybe she thought about your potential flaws after the first date and got 

turned off. 

14. Maybe she had second thoughts and is afraid or not ready to get involved 

with anyone for the time being. 
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15. Maybe you came into her life at a bad time (ex: family issues, career change, 

moving to a different house, etc.) 

16. Perhaps you had mentioned you are not interested in marriage and kids and 

that’s exactly what she is looking for. 

17. And many other reasons that may have nothing to do with you. 

 

AND ALSO: 

You also need to know that just because she liked you or might be physically 

attracted to you on the first date (which is the reason she held your hand and even 

kissed you) does not necessarily mean she is interested in seeing you again or date 

you more steadily.  

You’re probably thinking I’m contradicting myself. How can a girl be physically 

attracted to you but not be interested in dating you?  

First, let’s understand a woman’s mentality when it comes to choosing what men 

they allow into their life.  

Almost immediately upon meeting you, a woman is looking for your flaws and 

reasons on why she shouldn’t date you. She is literally looking for excuses on why 

you’re not worthy of her and why she shouldn’t date you.  

For instance, it can be because you smoke and she doesn’t like the smell of 

smoke on a guy, or it can be because you seem too immature and less experienced 
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for her and she is looking for a man with who is more stable and more matured to 

be with. Perhaps, it can be she doesn’t like the way you dress or the way you talked 

to the waiter. Perhaps, she doesn’t like your profession because it does not fit her 

requirements or her desired salary range in a man she would like to date.  

Even if you are attractive to her and she likes you, she might not want to take 

the risk in getting involved with you, fearing that it might be hard to let you go 

later when she is more emotionally invested in you. Believe it or not, but WOMEN 

THINK OF THESE THINGS!  

So as your dropping her off for the night and give her a kiss, she probably had 

already made up her mind if she will see you again (whether she does really like you 

or not). If she wasn’t immediately sure at the moment, once she goes home and 

thinks about the date the same night and the following day, she might start coming 

up with reasons to convince herself on why she shouldn’t date you.  

As you can see, the list can go on forever. It can have absolutely nothing to do 

with you or it can be something you did during the first date to cause her to have 

doubts to see you again, even if she was attracted to you and had fun on the date.  

If you can’t point your finger at anything that maybe had turned her off during 

the first date then you MUST follow the rules in this survival guide so you know 

that you were nothing short of a fun, exciting, classy gentleman that knows how to 

respect a girl, not play games, and show a girl a girl time.  
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If you follow all the rules in this guide and after that, if she doesn’t respond to 

you, then you know the problem is not with you but it is with HER. And if the 

problem is with her, there is really nothing you can do about it no matter how you 

try. One thing I learned is you can never change woman’s opinion or decision. You 

can try but it is like fighting an uphill battle. The best thing would to be just to 

move on. Only then can you walk away with NO REGRETS and move onto the next 

girl. 

 

Now you can analyze the First date all you want to 

see what went wrong 

 Be honest with yourself and ask yourself if you might have done something 

wrong or caused her to be turned off by you. 

 

First date No-No’s checklist: 

1. Did you push too hard? , 

2. Did you shove your tongue right down her throat or kiss too aggressively? 

3. Did you grope any of her private areas? 

4. Did you not pay for the date? 

5. Did you make it seem that you’re only interested in sex? 
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6. Did you not dress well? 

7. Were you rude to her or anyone else? 

8. Did you not know how to carry yourself in public? 

9. Did you talk about the wrong subjects such as violence, ex girlfriends, racist 

remarks, complaining about work and life, sex, or cuss to much? 

10. Perhaps showed a negative outlook on life. Talked about how you hate your 

job or your boss and co workers and even your friends. No one likes a 

complainer.  

11. Did you not pursue romantic topics for conversations, hold her hand, and kiss 

her? Did you not let your romantic interest be known to her? Did you just 

act like a friend? 

12. Was the date boring and there was no physical attraction established? 

 

This might be tough one, but you must within the first few minutes of the first 

date, decide if this girl is someone you would want to date or a girl you just want to 

have sex with and nothing more. This is very important, because the approach you 

will take will have to be different. The approach you take can be a deciding factor 

on whether the girl will respond to your text after the first date and whether she 

will agree to a second date.  

If you decide that she is someone you want to date then you must follow the 

rules on the next page. 
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RULES FOR THE FIRST DATE 

If you decide the girl is dating material and potentially a girl you would want a mini 

relationship with or even something more serious like a relationship, then you 

MUST follow these rules: 

 

Note: If for some reason a girl does not respond well to these moves or even tells 

you to stop or pushes you away, then you MUST STOP. No exceptions. If you 

can’t accept this, then STOP READING NOW. 

 

 Do not push too hard physically on the first date. Make sure to kiss her (for 

a few seconds ONLY and no tongue) a minimum of during the middle of the 

date and one more time at the end of the night when you are dropping her 

off. (Never go past a few seconds and you must be the first to pull away 

from the kiss. You want to appear respectful and leave her wanting 

more…..which she will grant herself, when she responds to your text after 

the first date and grants you a second date 

 Never get carried away with your touching. You must hold her hand, or put 

your arm around her waist while sitting next to each other or while you are 

walking. You can rest your hand right above her ass but NOT on it 

(borderline the small of her back and the beginning of her ass) while hugging 
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or kissing her, but make sure you never start rubbing or grabbing. Just rest 

your hand there for a few seconds. You want to make your physical 

attraction known. 

 Never start grabbing her private areas or molest her too aggressively or you 

run the risk of scaring her off or give her the impression that all you want is 

sex. You obviously don’t want to give this impression since you want to date 

this girl and get a second date. 

 Tell her at the end of night (when dropping her off) that you had a fun time 

and would like to see her again. (And then gauge what her response is and 

whether she appears interested in seeing you again).  

 You do not need to give her a date and time, that would be given when you 

text her. All you need to tell her is that you will text her. Point is, you want 

her to know you’re interested in seeing her again so she won’t think that 

you’re not interested in her. 
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Texting Rules 

After the first date: When should you text her  

 

 

The when should you text her can get a little tricky.  

First off, every girl knows the universal dating rules where the guy is 

supposed to wait a standard two to three days before texting a girl after the first 

date. Based on my experiences, I will have to disagree with waiting two or three 

days. 
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 Why?? Let me explain myself; because it’s too common of a practice and it’s 

a rule that girls know about and is expecting. It is predictable and there is nothing 

original or exciting about it. 

Girls know this a written dating rule and if you decide to follow it, it will 

show her that you are a guy that follows dating rules which makes you predictable 

and unoriginal. She might conclude that you are the type of guy that reads up on 

dating rules and follows them, or you’re playing games. For some girls, following 

dating rules might get you labeled as a follower who is not man enough to pursue 

the girl you want on your own terms and instead resort to following some generic 

two to three day textbook dating rule.  

 

 

Think of it this way; if she is really interested in you, she won’t mind hearing 

from you sooner than two or three days. In fact, she will be thrilled to hear from 
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you instead of waiting in suspense. If she wasn’t interested in you, it wouldn’t 

matter if you wait three days or three weeks, it won’t make a difference either 

way.  

So let’s go over the rules on how long do you wait to text her after a successful 

first date: 

  Don’t wait 2 or 3 days before contacting her. (If she seems like the type of 

girl who doesn’t play games). This you will have to use your best judgment. 

Size her up during the first date and make a decision. 

 The best time to text her is within 24 hours from the first date with 

something simple like bringing up a funny or exciting moment during the first 

date so you can get her to think about the fun date she had with you and 

keep yourself fresh in her memory. You want to remind her and have her 

wondering about you and the great first date you had together.  

 It also shows that you are thinking about her without appearing too needy. 

More importantly it shows that you are not following the 2 or 3 day contact 

rule. I lost some girls because I waited the 2 or 3 days before texting them. 

They came to the conclusion that I was either playing games or were never 

really interested and then cut me off.  

 Note, this goes for the more attractive girls. She has so much options and 

guys hitting on her on a daily basis, she can easily forget about you in a 2 or 

3 days.  
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 Like I said, this rule is a tricky one. Use your best judgment on what kind of 

girl you think she is but if you are genuinely interested in this girl, this is 

the best approach. 

 Safest range of texting her. Within 24 hours or 1 full day at most, but NO 

less than 20 hours.  

 It’s better to let her know you’re interested in her by texting sooner than 

losing her by not texting her in a timely fashion. If she is genuinely 

interested in you, she will be more than happy to hear from you. 

 I’m not a believer of texting a girl the same night of the first date. It seems 

that you’re too eager and available. If she texts you about what a great time 

she had, you can text back but keep it as simple and short as it can possibly 

be. If she doesn’t text you the same night, then just wait no less than 20 

hours (next day) and send her a text. 

 Come up with a fun idea for a second date and keep it simple by inviting her 

to join you. Now all you have to do is just wait for her response! 

 Text her NOT during the daytime but closer to the evening, perhaps any 

time after 7pm but before 10pm. Then tends to be the time the girl is 

winding down her day. 
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What to text her after a successful First Date 

Keep it short and sweet. It can be a simple “how are you” or the one I 

strongly prefer and recommend because it is more personable; such as saying “hi”, 

then referring to some fun experience you both shared during the first date.  

Referring to a fun experience you both shared on the first date is the 

preferred method, because it will make her think and relive that fun time you both 

shared on the first date and keep it fresh in her memory. It will also 

subconsciously make her think her bond is stronger with you and she has known you 

longer now since you both have this experience you shared together.   

The best thing about this method is that if your following the rule on not 

waiting two to three days before texting her but instead texting her within 24 

hours or 1 day tops (not less than 20 hours and the same night) this is a disarming 

way to not look needy, too eager, or texting to soon because you are not just only 

saying hi, you are just merely reminding her of a fun time.  

Subconsciously that would make her think about the experience and thus, 

you. This is perfect way to prep her up before you ask her to join you for a second 

date.  

Now let’s go over a scenario on when and what to text a girl after a good 

first date. This scenario is actually based on my real life experiences.  
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Note: Names have been changed for privacy reasons 

 

Scenario: 

  

So for instance, let’s say Tommy went out on a first date with Jessica. 

During the date, they shared an experience that made them both laugh and enjoy 

themselves. They were walking together on the beach holding hands and watching 

the ocean.  

It was night time and they started walking pass the area with of the beach 

where it had a lot rocks and behind the rocks was a lot of bushes and trees.  
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When peering into the trees they saw something that appeared like it was 

glowing. The glow was seemed to be two small circular glows that appeared to be a 

set of eyes? 

Jessica got kind of freaked out and she hugged him close and said; “what is 

that? “ 

They start guessing together what it might have been. Their guesses ranged 

from perhaps a cat, a raccoon, or some kind of animal that lives in the woods that 

was looking at them. Or perhaps as Tommy suggested, it was something 

else…….perhaps something……supernatural? They joked and laughed about it poking 

fun at one another, daring one another to walk closer, and teasing each other in a 

flirtatious way.  

They walked away holding hands and even ended it was a nice smooth kiss on 

the beach. They never did figure out what was the green glow when they left.  
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Now by all accounts, this was a good first date. Not only did they have good 

chemistry with one another but Tommy took the conversations to a more romantic 

level, took her to the beach, held hands with her, gave her a soft but pleasant kiss 

(no tongue) and dropped her off at her place after that.  

He never pushed it too hard physically and was a complete gentleman the 

whole time. Jessica obviously had physical attraction for Tommy; if not why would 

she hold his hand or let him kiss her?  
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The Text Approach after the first date 

 

They went out on a Friday night. So Tommy should text her within 24 hours 

but not on the same night (unless she texts him first). Since it defaults to a 

Saturday night that Tommy will have to text her, he should not text her any time 

after 6pm.  

Why not after 6pm on a Saturday? Reason is, he doesn’t want to appear to 

have no life and thinking about her on a prime time Saturday night when he should 

be out with his friends or chasing other women. If he texts her before 6pm, it can 

be perceived as a quick text he sent while he was on his way out to start his 

Saturday night life. Get my drift? If he texts her at 9pm, he is clearly showing 

that he has either NO LIFE or too eager.  
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 Just in this case, there can be a little exception to the within 24 hour rule. 

If the first date occurred on a Friday night, and Saturday night is normally 

another date/party night, then texting her on a Sunday afternoon is fine but NO 

LATER than that.  

If she is the type of girl that doesn’t play games or follow dating rules, she 

would not suspect that the guy is following the two to three day rule before 

contacting the girl because she can rationalize it by saying you were busy Saturday 

(which is understandable since people normally have social life on that day), and 

texting by Sunday will not be considered following any dating rules since it’s not 

even two days. If you think about it, it is just a day and a half.  

If the date took place on a weekday night, let’s say a Tuesday, than texting 

her on Wednesday night any time after 7pm will be more ideal. It is more 

acceptable, because people don’t tend to do much on work nights besides go to the 

gym and run errands so it won’t appear as if you don’t have a life or you are too 

eager.  

 

The Follow up Text 

So now that we have covered on when to text her, let’s focus on what to 

text her. After the first date, the first text you send her will be known as the 
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follow up text. It is the text you use to follow up on your pursuit for her after a 

successful first date. 

 Going back with the dating scenario, after the successful first date, Tommy 

should text Jessica either the next day on Saturday, before 6pm or on Sunday any 

time during the afternoon or evening.  

As the preferred method I had mentioned earlier, he should center the 

topic of his text on the bonding experience they shared together on the first date 

where they saw what appeared to be a set of glowing eyes peering out from behind 

the trees while walking on the beach at night.  

 

Examples on what to text her: 

The text should be similar to: 

Text Example 1: “Hey Jessica how r u? I think I finally found out what the 

green glow was…” 

OR 

Text Example 2: “Hey Jessica, I think I know what the green glow was” 

OR  
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Text Example 3: “I’m still wondering what that green glow was lol”  

(lol = optional) 

 

If you take some time to study these examples you would notice a few key 

things about them. First, it does not appear too needy and too eager. Second, it 

does not sound generic or typical as in just saying “Hi Jessica, how are you?”  

Last, it’s mentioning the bonding experience you both shared on the date 

which will subconsciously remind her of the date and cause her to rethink that 

moment which might bring a smile to her face and keep the memory of you and your 

date fresh in her little head. Last, these texts are all deceptive. 

Deceptive? Please explain yourself Mr.Lonewolftraveler!!  

These texts are deceptive as in the way it is structured it seems that you 

are not giving her all this attention by asking about here and leaving yourself out in 

the open by texting something like, “Hi Jessica, how are you?” This text approach 

is very simple, generic, and gives her more of the upper hand on whether she will or 

want to respond to it or how she will respond to it. Also, what happens if she 

doesn’t respond to the text? What can you possibly say next? “Hi Jessica, how are 

you?” AGAIN???  
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Whereas, if you were to text about the fun moment you both shared on the 

first date you will make it appear that you are not asking about her, just merely 

reminding her of a fun time. Its deceptive in the way where it disarms her from 

thinking that you are texting her to ask her out again, but instead it seems like 

your just saying “hey remember that fun time?”  It’s like a prepping question to 

warm her up before the real question comes, which is asking her out for the second 

date. 

It will be easier for her to answer something like that instead of the “how 

are you” question.” (Which is probably also what all the other guys out there will 

ask her. Set yourself apart from the rest of the pack. Be original.). Once her 

defenses are down, then you can proceed to ease in on texting a plan for a second 

date. 

Now, if you can’t recall a time where you both bonded or had an experience 

that you can you use as an approach on what to text after the first date, then you 

might have to go with something more generic.  

For example: “Hey Jessica, there is a cool place I wanted to check out. You 

can join me if you want.” 
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If she does not respond to the follow up text. 

What should you do? 

 

I always felt that the first date was the easy part. You are not emotionally 

invested in the girl (or financially since you haven’t went on a date yet) and if the 

interaction doesn’t go well you can always walk away and if it does go well then you 

can enjoy each other’s company. 

I always found texting her after the first date to ask for a second date to 

be the harder part. Reason is because you don’t if she will respond or agree to see 

you again. However, it is a necessary and unavoidable step you must take in your 

pursuit for this girl. Using my experience and the things that worked for me, I will 

guide you to this process to the best of I can and hopefully with my advice, the 

results will work in your favor. 
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 So let’s say you had a successful first date, you waited no less than 20 hours 

but within 24 hours to text her after the first date. Let’s say you texted her what 

I had suggested, which is to bring up a fun point of the first date you both shared 

as a opener, to get her thinking about you so you can prep her to be ready for you 

to ask her out for a second date. You’ve done everything right up to this point. 

 But then there is NO RESPONSE to your follow up text. 

This is the hard part and the part you were trying to avoid. If you followed 

my advice, rules, and text examples, you should have increased your chances of 

getting a response to your text after a successful first date.  But nothing is 

guaranteed in life and there are times when girls will NOT respond to your text no 

matter how smooth your text approach was, how great the date was, and how much 

you thought she was interested in you.  

 At this point, you’re probably all psyched out wondering what YOU did wrong. 

You are frantically Google ling online on why a girl doesn’t respond to your text 

after a first date. You might even resort to asking your female friends on why a 

girl won’t respond to you after such a good first date and what advice they might 

have.  

I say STOP, take a deep breath and remember my number rule in this entire 

guide (which is more important any of the other rules). If you can’t remember what 
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the rule was then scroll up to when I mentioned it earlier or to make it easier, I 

repeated it below. 

 The most important rule in this entire guide is: 

 

 DON’T TAKE IT PERSONAL.  

 

 As I had mentioned earlier, there can be many reasons why a girl won’t text 

you back even after what seemed like a great successful first date. If you followed 

all my advice and rules thus far, chances are the reason why she is not responding 

to you might HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO with what you did or didn’t 

do.  

I repeat again, some things like women for instance, are out of your control. 

You can put all your cards into play and make the right moves and say all the right 

things, but if she doesn’t want to respond to your text, then it is out of your 

control.  

 Now first before we proceed any further, I want you to ask yourself a 

question. Please be honest with yourself too. If you were a complete gentleman to a 

woman that you were genuinely interested in, took her out on a nice date, showed 

her a good time, paid for the date$$, pursued her with class, ended the date like a 
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gentlemen with a gentle kiss, didn’t follow the silly 2 day rule, and followed up with 

a noninvasive fun text just to be ignored by her, is this girl really worth it?  

Is she really worth your time, attention, money, and your pursuit? 

What does this say about this one potential girl? She clearly has no 

appreciation, (I don’t care what her reasons are but there is no reason why you 

can’t take two seconds to respond to a simple text). It’s just a matter of common 

courtesy to respond to someone in a timely fashion no matter who that person is. 

If she is really busy she can always respond back quickly and text, I’ll text you 

later. 

A girl that doesn’t respond to your text is either playing games, too selfish 

to show a deserving gentleman like yourself the respect you deserve, or just so 

self absorbed with herself and her own life, or just an attention whore that gets 

showered with a million texts from different guys that she keeps on a rotation to 

boost her ego. 

 You have to ask yourself, is this girl someone you seriously really want to 

date? I’m not talking about a quick hook up, because if so, you won’t care so much if 

she responded or not. I’m talking about if this is a girl that you want to date and 

potentially become more serious with? Ask yourself if this girl is perhaps a mini 

relationship or girlfriend material. A girl that can’t respond to your text after you 
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showed her such a great first date is a potentially a red flag for what kind of 

girlfriend she might be.  

Do some thinking. If you decided that you don’t think she is someone you 

would want to date and is not a potential girlfriend material because she can’t even 

show you the respect you deserve by responding to you then you can walk away with 

no regrets. You did the best you possibly can and she should be the one who will 

regret forsaking a chance to be with a GREAT QUALITY GUY like yourself. 

However, if you decided that you still want to pursue this girl and not quite 

ready to give up just yet, then there are steps that you can take that will know 

FOR SURE if this girl is really interested in seeing you again or not.  

Sometimes these methods works and the girl does respond and sometimes it 

doesn’t work and she still does not respond but the difference is, now you can walk 

away with the reassurance that you know you didn’t end the interaction and pursuit 

prematurely. 

NOW, let’s move on how to handle this situation. We will proceed to the next 

course of action, which is the Second Text. 
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The Second Text 

Okay, so let’s give this girl the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps she went on a 

vacation with no cellular reception or had some personal emergency that caused her 

to not be able to respond to your text. It can be perhaps, (and sometimes it is 

true, I have dealt with these in my experiences) she was playing a little hard to 

get, just to test how much you really want her or to see if you’re the type of guy 

that gives up easily (because believe or not, girls do this). 

Sometimes don’t be so quick to disqualify or bitch-a-fy her yet because you 

are pursuing this girl after all and sometimes you need to put your man pride aside 

in order to successfully pursue a girl. Sometimes (speaking through personal 

experiences) persistence does pay off. We are men, and we don’t give up that 

easily when pursuing the women we want….at least not just yet. 

Definition of Bitch-a-fy: When it’s finally safe to declare a girl a bitch and 

not worthy of your time, pursuit, attention, and money. She clearly has showed you 

no respect and no interest. You can completely delete her without a second thought 

and move on. 

 

In my personal experiences, I can think of quite a few times when a girl did 

not respond to a follow up text after a first date but responded to my second 
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text. I have gotten a good few mini relationships and quick sex from a girl’s 

response to my second text when she initially did not respond to my follow up text, 

so hope is not lost yet.   

If she did not respond to your follow up text, DO NOT TEXT her again right 

away or blow up her phone with texts. Chill out, big guy!  

No matter how you feel, you must have discipline and self control. Texting 

her multiple times in a short time span can only show that you’re needy, desperate, 

too eager, and even worse; a stalker. These are all MAJOR turn offs to women and 

you must NOT make these foolish texting mistakes.  

The best approach at this point is to take it easy. Kick back for a few days 

and do not text her at all. Go on with your life and keep yourself busy. I repeat, 

texting her too soon after the follow up text (if she didn’t respond to it) will show 

that your way too eager. Best thing to do now is go back to the drawing board and 

wait. 

Wait anywhere from 3-5 days before sending the second text. This is a 

MUST. Whereas for the follow up text, where texting within 24 hours and no 

earlier than 20 hours is the best approach, for the second text you must wait a 

minimum of at least 3 days, and 5 days being the maximum. Texting too soon 

(before 3 days), will show that your way too interested and waiting longer than 5 

days can cause the pursuit and interaction to grow stale.   
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The second text should be slightly more direct. If you used my example for 

the follow up text (which was a not so direct approach) the second text should be 

more up front on what you want.  

First, there are a few things to plan before sending her the second text.  

1. Date Idea  

2. A specific day (let her see if she can make it. Be flexible in case she can’t 

on Friday but can Saturday) 

3. Be assertive with a plan and it’s up to her to join you or not 

 

Make sure you have these 3 things planned out ahead of time instead of 

scrambling last minute for a date idea if she does indeed respond to your second 

text. 

So for instance, an example of a second text should be as follows: 

“Hi Jessica, how are you? I have 2 tickets to a music show this Friday. You 

can join me if you want.” 

OR 

“Hi Jessica, I have 2 tickets to a music show this Friday. Would you like to 

join me?” 
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OR 

“Join me for a music show this Friday...I have 2 tickets.” 

OR 

“Hi Jessica, I have 2 tickets for a music show this Friday. If you can join me 

that will be great.” 

 

You can tweak the examples around a little and customize to your style a 

little bit. But make sure to keep the text approach style similar. You notice how 

the approach is more direct?  

Reason being, if she did not respond to your follow up text where you were 

more indirect and evasive then you will need to take a  different approach to see if 

that one works out better. It would not make sense for you to text her same thing 

over; chances are she might not respond to it again. 

It will make more sense for you to be more direct on what you want from her 

(your interested in seeing her for a second date) and you already have a plan in 

motion and giving her a choice to JOIN YOU. Join you is less direct but also direct 

as you are still asking her out again but without saying do you want to go out with 

me? It gives the impression that you are already going with or without her and 

letting her know she can join you if she wants.  
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At this point, it should be obvious to her that you do want to see her again 

and you’re letting her know in a smooth way. It is up to her to decide if she wants 

to see you again or not. You’ve done everything you should do at this point with 

smooth game and no mistakes. If she is really interested in you, she will respond. If 

not, then we move onto the Warning Text. 

 

 

The  

 

TEXT 

 

 The Warning Text is the absolute final straw for your pursuit of a girl. If 

she didn’t respond to your second text then the next and ONLY card left you have 

left to play is the Warning Text.  
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The warning text should not be send any sooner than a full week (7 days) 

from when you sent the second text. So for instance, if you sent the second text 

on a Thursday, then you should send the Warning text by next Thursday at the 

minimum. Any text sent before a full week will relay too much eagerness and 

neediness. You want to appear that you have a life of your own and decided to ask 

her out one last time before you officially disqualify her chance to be with you. 

If you get to the point where you have to utilize the Warning Text, then you 

must be prepared to accept that chances are, the girl will not respond back and is 

no longer interested in seeing you. Mentally, you have to prepare yourself to be 

ready to walk away and not look back. What you say, is what you MUST BACK UP. 

You need to be a man of your word. NO EXCEPTIONS. It is all about discipline 

from here on and if she doesn’t respond to the warning text, you need to move on 

and forget about her and do NOT TEXT her ever again (unless she texts you). 

Do note that the warning text serves two main purposes. The first purpose 

is more of an assurance for yourself as in that you are satisfied with your pursuit 

of her and followed all the rules and did everything right and you are ready to 

move on with no regrets. You will not be looking back wondering if you made a 

mistake somewhere or perhaps you walked away prematurely from the interaction.  

Second purpose, the warning text is also to let the girl know that you are 

trying ONE LAST TIME and NO MORE. So she better respond now or never. 
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The Warning has proven effective for my dating situations a few times in my 

dating experiences. 

 

So what is the warning text? 

It is exactly what it sounds. You are WARNING HER. You’re warning her 

that this is the last time you will be reaching out to her and if she still chooses not 

to respond then you are cutting her off FOR GOOD. You want to let her know that 

you have your limits of her disrespect by ignoring you and you have limits on how 

much you’re willing to pursue her and how much you’re willing to be ignored.  

The warning text is a texting tactic. You’re giving her a sense of urgency as 

in if she doesn’t respond to you this time you will no longer tolerate it and not be 

contacting EVER AGAIN. This is a physiological tactic to employ and is meant to 

scare her if she is interested in you but was perhaps too busy to respond, or was 

seeing some other guy, or was pushing you off for a later time, or perhaps even 

testing your patience and persistence.  

The warning might get her scared (if she is interested in you) because she 

might run the chance of losing you all together and the goal is to get her to react 

and respond to you before you officially cut her off forever.  
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At this point, the power of this interaction has returned back to your favor 

but as I mentioned earlier, if she doesn’t respond your warning text, you have to be 

FULLY PREPARED to completely forget about her and move on. If not, the warning 

text is nothing more than just a fluke and she will see right through it and you will 

be only fooling yourself. 

 

Examples of a warning text: 

“Hi Jessica, I’m interested in getting to know you better but you have not 

responded. If you don’t respond this time, I will not be contacting you 

anymore.” 

OR 

“Hi Jessica, I will like to get to know you better. If I don’t get a response, I 

will not be contacting you anymore.” 

OR 

“I would like to get to know you but I’m not getting a response. If I don’t get 

a reply, I won’t be contacting you anymore.” 
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 Once you send the warning text; that should be the last text you will 

ever send her unless she does respond to it. Wait anywhere from 2-3 days for a 

response. If she still doesn’t respond, it’s time to move on.  

 

 

Say goodbye and it’s time to Move on. Delete 

her number. 

 

Delete that number!!! 
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So it’s been a full 2 to 3 days and still no response even after you sent your 

warning text? It is that time for you to safely end this interaction and pursuit of 

this girl and you can officially bitch –a- fy her and walk away.  

Even though she’s clearly a bitch, there is no need for you to hate her for it 

or take it personal. Remember the number one rule of this guide. She does not 

know what she is missing out on and what a great guy you are. You deserve better 

than an unresponsive, unappreciative, and disrespectful immature girl. You must 

never text her again and make sure you DO NOT text her angry messages even if 

that’s how you really feel. 

Just pick up your phone, delete her number forever with no regrets and no 

hesitation and move on to a girl that is more deserving.  
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Steps to moving on: 

 

1. Go through your cell phone delete her number and any contact info that you 

might have of her (including social sites like face book, twitter, etc) 

2. You must delete anything that might remind you of her and keep absolutely 

NO back-up of her contact info.   

3. Feel no regret, because there is no need for it. You did everything right and 

follow all the rules possible. It is her, NOT YOU. 

4. If you still feel depressed, then go exercise and work out. Set goals for 

yourself and better yourself as a man and as a person in general. No girl is 

worth bringing you down. 

5. If you made any mistakes on this interaction, learn from it so you don’t 

repeat it. This will also help improve your game for future interactions. 

6. Read up on self improvement books. Change your mentality to a more positive 

outlook.  
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7. You win some, you lose some. That’s the dating game. Understand that if one 

woman won’t sleep or date you, the next ones might and will. It’s up to you to 

get them. 

8. Never take it personal. Don’t get angry or even bitter. Show class even in 

defeat. You might have lost one battle that was out of your control but you 

will win the next one if you follow rules and have self discipline. 

9. Go out and pursue more girls. There is a sweet girl that will appreciate you 

waiting for you out there. Go out and get her! 
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Part 2 

When a girl does not respond 

to your text after she gave 

you her phone number 
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This is exactly how it sounds. Let’s say you saw a girl on the street, found 

her attractive and interesting, and decided to approach and make a move on her. 

The interaction went well and you got her number and she seemed interested to 

see you for a date.  

Now all you have to do is text her and ask her out on a date. 

 

How long should you wait to text??  

The texting approach to take on a girl who just gave you her number is 

slightly different from when you should text a girl after the FIRST date. For 

starters, you should not text her within 24 hours like you would with one you went 

out with on a first date.  

Let’s say you got her number on a Monday, texting on her on a Wednesday of 

that week will be a safe bet. Even Thursday will be fine as well.  

Rule of thumb is, after you first get her number, text her anywhere from 

within 2 to 3 days after. I won’t recommend texting her earlier than 2 days or 

later than 4 days maximum. If you text her too early, it might appear too eager. If 

you text her after too many days has gone by then the interaction might run cold 

and she might forget about you. 
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What to text her?  

Keep it simple, a few words to one or two sentences at most.  

Example 1: “Hi Jessica, its Tommy. How are u?” 

You can wait for her to respond which is most likely going to be in the range 

of: Hi, I’m good. How about you?  

You then can reply with: 

“I’m good. How about a drink this Friday?”  

 

Or you can get right to the point and ask her on a date. However, I normally 

prefer the first text to be with the “Hi Jessica, its Tommy.” How are you? I think 

asking for a drink on the very first text might be too direct and getting straight 

to the point a little too quickly.  

But then again, it’s your call. I’ve had success using both styles so it’s up to 

you to see which one you’re more comfortable with or what yields results more in 

your favor.  

Example 2: “Hi Jessica, its Tommy. How about a drink this Friday?” 
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OR 

Example 3: “Hi Jessica, its Tommy. Join me for drinks this Friday?” 

 

Point is, to keep it short and sweet and make sure the point gets made. If 

you follow my examples then your texts will not appear too eager or too detailed. 

It’s simple and easy going, nothing to trigger her defenses that you are obviously 

pursuing her. It’s now up to her to respond.  

 

What happens if she doesn’t respond? 

 This part will be very similar to the steps from Part 1. If she doesn’t 

respond to your first text, then do not contact her again until at least 4 or 5 days 

later.  

So for instance, let’s say your first text was: 

“Hi Jessica, it’s Tommy. How are u?” 

If she does not respond to this text, wait 4 to 5 days and then text her with 

a second text similar to: 
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“Hi Jessica, its Tommy. How about a drink this Friday?”  

This time get right to the point. It would not make sense to text her “Hi 

Jessica, its Tommy. how are you” again if she didn’t respond to it the first time.  

This time just let her know you’re interested in seeing her for a date. 

There’s no need to waste your own time shooting around the bush again. 

If she still does not respond to the second text, wait no less than one full 

week (7 days) and then send her a warning text just as you would have from Part 1 

of this guide.  

 

Warning Text 

 

As mentioned in Part 1, if a girl does not respond to both your first and 

second texts then your final text to her will be a Warning Text. Just think of it as 

a final notice to this girl. Final, means final. 
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Let’s review the point of the Warning Text again: 

The warning text is essentially to warn her that you will NOT stand for this 

disrespect and if she doesn’t respond to you, you will move on and forget about her. 

You’re letting her know that you’re done after this last text and the pursuit of her 

will end.  

If the girl has any interest in you, the goal is to make her feel a sudden 

sense of urgency to reach out and respond to you before she loses you for good. If 

the girl is not interested, then this will help you find closure and move on with no 

regrets. 

 

Examples of a Warning Text: 

 “Hi Jessica, I am interested in getting to know you better but I’m not 

getting a response from you. If you don’t respond this time, I will not contact you 

anymore. 

OR 

 “I (find you interesting and =optional) would like to get to know you but not 

getting a response. If you don’t respond this time, I will not be contacting you 

again.” 
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OR 

“Want to get to know you better but not getting a response. This is my last 

text to you unless I hear from you.” 

 

REMEMBER! 

If you talk the talk, you must walk the walk. You need to back up your words. 

If she still does not respond to your warning text, you MUST DELETE her number 

and MOVE ON. You must never contact her ever again and move on with your life 

and talk to other more appreciating and deserving girls.  

After the warning text, it is all about discipline and you must never falter, 

no matter how much you think you like the girl or how good of a couple you think 

you both would be. Delete the number and move on.  

No exceptions and no regrets.  
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Part 3 

My Real life texting case scenarios. 

What I did when girls didn’t respond to my 

texts after the First date or First 

interaction 
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My Real life texting case scenarios after the 

First date or First interaction 

Based on my notch counts  

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2012/09/28/my-notch-count-

so-far/ 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/accomplishments/ 

 

1. Girl from Spain  

Case: No response after successful first date  

 

I met this girl at an Asian convention in NYC. I approached her at the 

event itself and got her number. I waited a few days (anywhere from 2 – 

3 days) then texted her for the first time. She responded. We went out 

for a first date (which was a success) we held hands and ended the night 

with a quick but smooth kiss.  

 

I waited over a day (but less than 2 days) to send her a follow up text 

and got no response.  

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2012/09/28/my-notch-count-so-far/
https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2012/09/28/my-notch-count-so-far/
https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/accomplishments/
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I waited about 5 days then sent her second text with a date and plan and 

still no response.  

 

I waited a full week and sent her a warning text and still no response.  

 

I deleted her number from my phone and moved on with no regrets.  

 

After about 2 months I received a text out of the blue from an unknown 

number. I remembered her by her name and responded to her and we met 

for a date. Turns out, she had a boyfriend at the time that I was texting 

and pursuing her and she wasn’t ready to break up with him just yet. 

 

She admitted to me after sex that she went out with me on the first 

date to see if I was a guy she wanted to date and then didn’t respond to 

me afterwards because she still wanted to somewhat work things out 

with her old boyfriend and didn’t want to take things further with me at 

the time.  

 

When she finally dumped him, she called me (because she always had me 

in the back of her mind she claimed) but was worried that I might have a 

girlfriend already.  
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 I got plenty of sex afterwards from her and we had a mini relationship 

that lasted a few months. 

Success: The Warning Text and my ability to move on. It was her 

that crawled back. 

 

 

2. Yen 

Case: No response after first interaction  

 

I met this Chinese girl (Yen) from a street approach that I did when I 

was walking home from the park after playing basketball in my 

neighborhood. Long story short, I got her number and texted her for the 

first time about 2 to 3 days afterwards for a date.  

 

No response.  

 

I sent her a second text after about a week with a date, time and plan 

and she texted back. 
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We went out for a first date and the continued the interaction and 

pursuit with a second and third date with no hitches. After the 3rd date, 

I had sex with her in her apartment. 

Success – The second text 

 

3. Cute petite black girl with a British accent  

 

Case: No response after first interaction (getting her phone number) 

 

She was a classmate in one of the classes that I was attending. Talked to 

her for the first time and asked for her number on the last day of class. 

Flirted with her and make my physical interest known. Texted her for a 

first date to grab a cup of coffee and she agreed. When I went got to 

the meet up location on the day of the date she was nowhere to be found. 

 

She then texted me 5 minutes after the scheduled meeting time to say 

that something came up and she couldn’t make it.  

 

I didn’t disqualify her just yet. I decided that I was interested in her 

enough to give it a second try. Texted her for a second date and she 

agreed. Went to the location and again she was a no show. Once again she 

had an excuse but I wasn’t buying or having it this time. I set my 
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standards and had my discipline on how much disrespect I will take from 

this girl. I officially bitch-a-fied her, deleted her number and moved on. 

 

I ran into her a few weeks later (did not text or pursue her anymore) in 

school and she suddenly was very nice and sweet. She said, “I haven’t 

heard from you in awhile.” “Give me a text, perhaps we can go out 

sometime.” I shook my head yes but was thinking whatever. I had 

officially disqualified this girl and made up my mind to move on.  

 

A week or so later I was walking with another girl that I had made a move 

on and ran into her again. (Note I have not texted her like she asked) 

She looked at me first then at the other girl with a scowl. It was so 

obvious that she was jealous and I walked away with my new girl with a 

big smirk. It felt great. 

 

Conclusion: She was playing games and playing hard to get. She was 

clearly interested in me but decided playing hard to get was going to 

make her more challenging. Sometimes girls just do that. I set my 

limit on how much of her games I was willing to take and moved on 

with NO Regrets.  
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4. The Chinese Slut from Craigslist 

 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/photos/ 

Case: No response after the first date  

Responded to her ad on craigslist and met up for first date. We went to a 

nice café for a coffee then went for a walk around a nearby park in the city. 

Things were going well. In the middle of the date she suggested to change 

venues and invited me to a party she had an invitation to on a rooftop bar 

somewhere in the city. 

We go to the party had some cocktails and soaked in the city view from the 

rooftop. Suddenly she disappears into her own social network (friends and 

classmates at the party) and I was left to fend for myself. I started talking 

to a White girl and got her number and then eventually left the party 

without the Chinese girl (I said goodbye her to her and she said text me).  

I sent her a follow up text a day or two later and there was no response. 

Waited close to a week and sent her a second text with a date and time and 

still no response. 

Sent her a warning text a week and a half later and there was still no 

response. I deleted her number and moved on. 
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A few weeks later someone texted me from a number I didn’t recognize. I 

did not remember who it was so I had to ask “who’s this?”  She said “it’s 

XXXX and I can’t believe you deleted my number!” 

She suggested meeting for a drink and we did. She then admitted to me that 

she wasn’t looking for anything serious and just wanted a fuck buddy. I 

agreed and we went back to her apartment and had sex. We had sex a few 

more times after that.  

Success: Warning text and my ability and discipline to be willing to move 

on. 

 

5. Beautiful Chinese girl (9 out of 10 in terms of beauty) 

She is the reason for my original blog post (link is below) and perhaps the 

real driving motivation for the writing of this guide. You all should thank 

her!  

 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-

doesnt-respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/ 

 

Case: No response after first date  

 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-doesnt-respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/
https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/07/06/when-a-girl-doesnt-respond-to-your-text-after-a-first-date/
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I did the most random approach on this girl when she was sitting in her 

car waiting for a friend on an early Saturday afternoon. Long story short, 

the interaction went well and I walked away with her phone number. 

I texted her about 2 to 3 days (Monday or Tuesday) later with a “Hi 

XXX, its XXX, how are you?” 

She responded, and I asked “how about a drink this Friday?”  

She said she already had plans for the weekend but said how about the next 

weekend?  

Note: If a girl says no to one weekend because she already has plans but 

then suggests meeting the following weekend is a good sign that she is 

interested and not playing games. 

I agreed and didn’t text her till the following Wednesday.  

I said: “Hi XXX, how was the trip to XXX? 

She responded very eagerly less than 20 minutes later.  

I asked: “So how about we grab that drink this Friday?”  

She eagerly agreed and the date was on. We agreed on meeting at 9pm. The 

date went well, I took her to a nice cozy but intimate wine bar and we talked 

about dating, relationships, and romantic topics.  
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I put my arm around her lower back (right on the small of the back and no 

lower!) while sitting next to her on the leather couch and I saw she smiled as 

if she liked it and looked at me with a twinkle in her eye. She clearly was 

attracted to me.  

Afterwards, I suggest for a venue change and she eagerly agreed. I took her 

to a nice park with a beautiful view of a river and the bridge lights lighted up 

the night sky. 

I held her close and the moment was right, I held her hand leaned into her 

face and kissed her softly on her lips. (No tongue) It was a smooth gentle 

kiss that lasted from a few seconds to a minute (I can’t remember). She 

embraced my kiss and leaned into me and I could tell she liked it.  

Afterwards, I dropped her off at her place and didn’t plan to do anything 

more because I didn’t want to come on too strong. However, she took her 

sweet time before going into her house. Perhaps she was waiting for me to 

kiss her good night or mention how I had fun and would like to see her for a 

second date. 

Something suddenly came over me and I leaned over to kiss her. 

Unfortunately, that triggered the beginning of me being more aggressive 

then I originally wanted to (which is a NO-NO as per my first date rules in 

part 1) and I started kissing her heavily and more aggressively.  
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When I paused to take a break and savor the moment she mentioned, “Okay, 

now you look drunk.” (This should have been a red flag to me as now she is 

thinking that I’m kissing her aggressively and acting like a drunken animal. 

She was clearly giving me feedback on what I was doing). 

Completely oblivious to her complaint/statement and response, I moved in 

for another kiss using more tongue this time. I was so turned on that I 

started to rub and fondle her chest with my hand.  

Finally, she backed off and said “I have to go.”  

 I responded, “Don’t go.”  

 She said, “I have to.” 

She quickly walked up her stairs and opened her door. She then closed her 

door without turning around to wave goodbye or say good night.  

Immediately, I began to think that I had fucked up. I knew I was way too 

aggressive with the kissing and then messed up even more when I decided to 

rub and fondle her chest. This was way too aggressive on a first date.  The 

fact that she wasn’t willing to let me go further showed that she was a 

classy girl, which further showed that my aggressiveness was the wrong 

approach to take.  
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Upon going home, I decided that I shouldn’t contact her for a few days since 

she was the one who decided to suddenly end the night and go into her 

house. (Another mistake). I felt that if I contacted her too soon, I would 

appear too eager. 

I waited two whole days without contacting her although I was thinking 

about her the entire weekend and wanted to reach out to her but I decided 

that would appear too eager and needy. 

On the third day, I texted her a simple message: “Hi XXX, how are you?” 

No reply. 

I texted her a second and third time and still there was no response. My 

texts were not structured and without a goal or a purpose. Now I was 

appearing needy.  

I started to freak out. I really liked this girl and wanted to date her but 

blamed myself because I knew I messed up the interaction by pushing too 

hard at the end of the date. I started to Google things like when a girl 

doesn’t respond after a first date and even resorting to seeking advice from 

female friends.  

Before I could text her a fourth time, she blocked my number. The 

interaction was over and I lost my chance with this beautiful sweet girl. I 
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have to admit, with all the girls I had dated and slept with, this one 

surprised me on how much it bother me. It took me about two weeks to get 

over it and finally delete her number.  

Conclusion: Initially the date was going very well and she was clearly 

attracted and interested in me. I behaved all night but messed up in the 

final moments of the date.  

What I should have done instead, was tell her I had a great time and 

would like to see her again. Then I should have leaned in for a quick 

kiss and then say good night and let her go home. I would have come off 

as a classy gentleman, who is composed, knows how to show a girl a good 

time, and show her respect.  

Afterwards, I should have sent her a follow up text (discussed in Part 

1) within 24 hours of the first date, with something to remind her of 

the great first date we had together.  

Mistake: Instead of doing what I should have done above, looking back at it 

now, I realized the mistakes that I made, caused this girl to not respond to 

my texts or meet me for a second date.  

1. I moved way too aggressively at the end of the night with my kisses and 

ended up making out with her. 
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2. I disregarded and ignored her comments and her responses to my 

aggressiveness such as “Okay you look like your drunk now or I have to 

go.” 

3. I decided to touch and fondle her intimate areas such as her chest. A 

major NO-NO for a first date. 

4. I didn’t tell her I had a great time on the date and I would like to see her 

again. 

5. I decided to wait until the third day after the first date to text her. I 

should have texted her the following day, within 24 hours.  

6. I mindlessly started to text her after she didn’t respond to my text 

without any structure; such as the follow up text, second text, and 

warning text. That caused her to block me.  

 

With mistakes like such, this would have caused the girl to get turned 

off. Additionally, after all the physical aggressiveness and then not 

texting her for a full two days afterwards, she would have concluded that 

I am a jerk, a player, and a guy that was clearly only interested in sex. 

 

I have a few more case scenarios that took place after the first date but 

I’m not going to write about every one of them. I wanted to share some of my real 
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life experiences that I had with the texting and interactions after the first date 

or first interactions just to give you a glimpse.  

 

 

Final Thoughts 

I hope this guide was helpful and made you understand the potential reasons 

on why a girl might not respond to your texts after a first date or a first 

interaction.  

As I said before, I’ve been through quite a few of these experiences myself 

so I know exactly how you feel when you don’t get a response. Instead of beating 

myself up inside or whining or moaning about it, I decided to set up these rules and 

guidelines to follow so I won’t make the same mistakes twice or blame myself for 

something that had nothing to do with me. These rules have worked to my favor, 

helping me successfully hook up with girls or helping me successfully move on when 

I didn’t get a response. 

More importantly, it gave me the discipline and self respect I needed on how 

much I was willing to do when chasing a girl. Everything should be done with a goal 

oriented result. If you play all your cards right and follow all the rules in this guide 
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and a girl still doesn’t respond to you after a first date, then you can walk away 

without any regrets whatsoever. She is clearly not worth your time and you should 

walk away with a clear conscious and ready to move onto the next girl and onto 

better things in your life. 

I hope this survival guide has helped you get past your dating dilemmas and 

all your stressing on why a girl didn’t respond to you after a successful first date. 

I do hope this guide will continue to help you in your future dating interactions!  

Please feel free to leave a review or feedback of the book on my blog, 

facebook, or Amazon page. Thanks for your support! 

Until the next book!  
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Follow me at: 

Main blog: 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/ 

Back up blog: 

http://thelonewolftraveler.blogspot.com/ 

Like me on facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/Thelonewolftraveler-465131526884769/ 

 

 

 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/
http://thelonewolftraveler.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Thelonewolftraveler-465131526884769/
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Check out my other book for sale: 

 

The #1 Best Selling Amazon Travel Guide 

Get Laid in Hong Kong. A Travel and Sex Guide for the Western Asian 

and White Male 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NQN6886
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Coming soon: 

Get Laid in Korea. Massage Parlor Edition 

https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2014/05/29/the-book-is-finally-out-get-laid-in-hong-kong-a-travel-and-sex-guide-for-the-western-asian-male/
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https://thelonewolftraveler.wordpress.com/2015/06/18/get-laid-in-korea-sneak-preview-on-my-second-book/

